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BRANE WORLD SUPERSYMMETRY, DETUNING,FLIPPING AND ORBIFOLDINGPhilippe BraxServie de Physique Théorique, CEA-Salay91191 Gif/Yvette, Franeand Zygmunt LalakInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of WarsawHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived July 8, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdayWe emphasize the neessity of a deliate interplay between the gaugeand gravitational setors of �ve-dimensional brane worlds in reating phe-nomenologially relevant vaua. We disuss loally supersymmetri braneworlds with un�ipped and �ipped fermioni boundary onditions and withmatter on the branes. We point out that a natural separation between thegauge and gravity setors, very di�ult in models with true extra dimen-sions, may be ahieved in 4d models with deonstruted dimensions.PACS numbers: 04.50.+h, 11.25.Sq, 11.25.Mj1. IntrodutionThere exist loally supersymmetri theories in �ve dimensions that in-lude nontrivial physis loalized on four-dimensional branes [1�9℄. Thebrane setors may ontain arbitrary four-dimensional gauge theories as wellas loalized interations between bulk �elds. In the bulk one has a gauged5d supergravity, whih an be further oupled to �ve-dimensional gaugesetors. Suh �ve-dimensional models with branes are likely to lead to inter-esting extensions of the Standard Model, pertaining to novel approahes tothe hierarhy problem. In general it is easier to separate (super)gravity from�elds whih are harged under the gauge group, and to study globally su-persymmetri �ve-dimensional gauge models with branes, instead of workingwith the omplete matter-supergravity Lagrangian. However, in the ontext(2399)



2400 Ph. Brax, Z. Lalakof brane worlds, where the geometry of the extra dimension may play a non-trivial role, this approah is not su�ient. The potentials that appear in thebulk and on the branes due to gauge setor interations ouple to moduli�elds whih serve as soures in the Einstein equations, hene they bak-reaton the geometry. In fat, the gauge setor potential should be studied si-multaneously with the issue of the stability of the orbifold, otherwise theonlusions drawn from the simpli�ed models with deoupled gravity mayturn out to be misleading. The issue of onstruting an expliit model witha general bulk and brane non-Abelian gauge setors oupled onsistently tosupergravity is a fairly omplex one, and at present one has to rely on sim-pler onstrutions. In this paper we summarize the attempts made in thisdiretion in published work, and in forthoming publiations.2. Five-dimensional supergravities on S1=Z22.1. Supergravity Lagrangian: detuning and �ippingLet us summarize the basi features of pure 5d N = 2 gauged super-gravity on S1=Z2. The gravity multiplet (em� ;  A� ;A�) onsists of the viel-bein, a pair of sympleti Majorana gravitini, and a vetor �eld alled thegraviphoton. There is a global SU(2) R-symmetry whih rotates the twosuperharges into eah other. Making use of the graviphoton we an gaugea U(1) subgroup of the R-symmetry group. Suh gauging an be desribedby an SU(2) algebra valued matrix P = ~P �i~� (prepotential). We do not givethe omplete form of the ation and supersymmetry transformation laws ingauged supergravity (see [10℄ for details), but only the relevant terms. Thegravitino transformation law gets the following orretion due to gauging(we use the normalization of [11℄)Æ A� = �ip23 �gPAB"B ; (1)where g is the U(1) gauge harge. Gauging introdues also the potentialterm into the ation V = 83g2Tr(P2) : (2)Without bulk matter �elds the prepotential is just a onstant matrix so thepotential term orresponds to a (negative) osmologial onstant.The distinguishing feature of the brane-bulk senario is that the �fthdimension is an orbifold S1=Z2 with branes loated at the �xed points. It isequivalent to work on a smooth irle S1 with the �fth oordinate rangingfrom ��� to �� and impose Z2 symmetry on the �elds of the Lagrangian.The Z2 symmetry ats by x5 ! �x5. Under its ation the bosoni �elds



Brane World Supersymmetry, Detuning Flipping and Orbifolding 2401g�� , g55 and A5 are even, while g�5 and A� are odd. The Z2 ation on thegravitino is de�ned as follows A� (�x5) = 5QAB B� (x5)  A5 (�x5) = �5QAB B5 (x5) ; (3)where Q = ~Q � ~� and ~Q2 = 1. The Z2 ation on the supersymmetry gener-ating parameter " must be the same as that on the 4d omponents of thegravitino.Further we need to de�ne the Z2 symmetry under re�etion around theseond �xed point at x5 = �� A� (��� x5) = �5QAB B� (��+ x5) ; A5 (��� x5) = ��5QAB B5 (��+ x5) : (4)Apart from the onventional ase � = 1, in this letter we also onsider the`�ipped' supersymmetry with � = �1. In the latter ase supersymmetry isalways broken globally, as di�erent spinors survive the orbifold projetionon eah wall. Note also, that in the �ipped ase we have  A� (x5 + 2��) =� A� (x5).It is straightforward to hek that the 5d ungauged supergravity ationis invariant under transformations (3) and (4) but the gauged supergravityation is not invariant if the prepotential P is a general one. The ation andthe supersymmetry transformation laws are Z2 invariant if we hoose theprepotential in the form: gP = g1"(x5)R+ g2S ; (5)where R = ~R � i~� ommutes with Q and S = ~S � i~� antiommutes with Q.Equivalently, R = ip ~R2Q and S = ( ~Q� ~U) � i~� with some arbitrary vetor~U . Note that the osmologial onstant does not ontain the step funtionand is given by �5 = �163 �g21 ~R2 + g22 ~S2� : (6)The supergravity ation with prepotential (5) ontains both symmetri andantisymmetri (multiplied by "(x5)) gravitino masses. The important thingto note is that the presene of the Z2-symmetri piee S in the prepotentialresults in the supersymmetri detuning between the brane tensions and thebulk osmologial term. This detuning takes plae independently of thevalue of the `�ip' parameter �. If S is set to zero, and � = +1, then thesupersymmetri relation between brane and bulk tensions results in a warpfator that is preisely the one of the Randall�Sundrum model.



2402 Ph. Brax, Z. LalakThe part of the gravitino transformation law due to gauging is now:Æ A� = �ip23 �(g1"(x5)RAB + g2SAB )"B : (7)The presene of the step funtion in the above transformation law impliesthat the 5d ation is not supersymmetri. The �fth derivative in the grav-itino kineti term ats on the step funtion produing an expression multi-plied by a delta funtion. The unaneled variation is:ÆL = �2ip2g1(Æ(x5)� Æ(x5 � ��))e4RAB �A�5"B : (8)Notie that when g1 = 0 the above variation vanishes implying that theLagrangian is supersymmetri. Using the fat that the matrix R is propor-tional to Q we have the following relations:5RAB"B(0) = ip ~R2"A(0) ;5RAB"B(��) = i�p ~R2"A(��) : (9)Thus: ÆL = 2p2g1p~R2e4 �A�"A(Æ(x5)� �Æ(x5 � ��)) : (10)The variation (10) an be aneled by the variation of the determinant inthe brane tension term:LT = �4p2g1p~R2e4(Æ(x5)� �Æ(x5 � ��)) : (11)Summarizing (and hanging the normalization to that used by Randall andSundrum), we onstruted a loally supersymmetri Lagrangian, whih hasthe following bosoni gravity part:M�3S = Z d5xp�g5�12R+ 6k2�� 6Z d5xp�g4kT �Æ(x5)� �Æ(x5 � ��)� ;(12)where we have de�ned k =r89(g21R2 + g22S2) (13)and T = g1p~R2p(g21R2 + g22S2) : (14)



Brane World Supersymmetry, Detuning Flipping and Orbifolding 2403The BPS relation between the bulk osmologial onstant and the branetensions (`the Randall�Sundrum �ne-tuning') orresponds to T = 1, whihholds only when hSi = 0. In suh ase the vauum solution is AdS5 in thebulk with �at Minkowski branes [12℄. This vauum preserves one half ofthe superharges orresponding to unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry in fourdimensions [3℄. As soon as we swith on non-zero S, we get T < 1, the BPSrelation is destroyed and the vauum breaks all supersymmetries.The N = 1 supersymmetry is broken when � = �1 and hSi 6= 0. If� = �1, then supersymmetry is always broken globally, independently of theexpetation value of S. To see this expliitly, let us take hSi = 0 and notethat the fermions whih are allowed to propagate on the left and right braneshave to obey the onditions WA0 B B = 0 and WA� B B = 0 respetively,where W0; � are given by (4). The projetion operators �A� B = 12(1ÆAB �5QAB) split eah spinor into two omponents, one of whih is annihilated byW0: W0"+ = W0�+" = 0. The seond omponent, ��", is annihilated byW� if � = �1; for � = +1 W0 = W�. The BPS onditions imply (we takehere ds2 = a2(x5)dx2 + (dx5)2)a0a 5"A + 2p23 g1"(x5)pR2QAB"B = 0 (15)(this holds for AdS4 and Minkowski foliations). When we apply the operator�+ to (15), we obtain the onditions a0a + 2p23 g1"(x5)pR2 = 0 or "+ � 0.The �rst possibility leads to disontinuities of the warp fator at the �xedpoints: [a0a ℄0 = �2kT , [a0a ℄�� = +2kT . However, the mathing onditions inthe equations of motion give [a0a ℄0 = �2kT , [a0a ℄�� = +2�kT , whih are inontradition with the BPS ondition for � = �1, unless "+ � 0. Applyingto (15) the seond projetor, ��, one �nds out immediately that boundaryonditions and BPS onditions agree on both branes only for "� � 0. Thusthere exists no globally de�ned Killing spinor in the setup with �ipped Z2ating on fermions (bosons are ated on as in the un�ipped ase), and allsupersymmetries are broken spontaneously.Now we move on to the `�ipped susy' ase � = �1. A vauum solutionin the warped produt form an be foundds2 = a2(x5)g��dx�dx� +R20(dx5)2; (16)where g�� is the AdS4 metri with osmologial onstant ��g��dx�dx� = e�2p� ��x3(�dt2 + dx21 + dx22) + dx23 (17)and the third oordinate x3 has been singled out. As long as T < 1 the stativauum solution is AdS5 in the bulk and the warp fator an be parametrized



2404 Ph. Brax, Z. Lalakas [13, 14℄: a(x5) = p� ��k osh(kR0jx5j �C) : (18)The mathing onditions for AdS4 branes embedded in AdS5 readtanh(C) = T ; (19)tanh(kR0��� C) = ��T = T : (20)The �rst ondition sets the integration onstant C and the seond �xes thesize of the �fth dimension. The radion is stabilized at the value��kR0 = ln�1 + T1� T � : (21)Moreover, the magnitude of the brane osmologial onstant is �xed by thenormalization a(0) = 1. This leads to�� = (T 2 � 1)k2 < 0 : (22)The osmologial onstant on the brane depends diretly on the sale ofsupersymmetry breaking on the brane. The same is true for the expetationvalue of the radion. Notie, that hR0i an be expressed solely in terms ofk and ��. The formula equivalent to (21) in the ase � = +1 gives R0 = 0.To summarize, the nonzero expetation value of S gives rise to detuningbetween brane and bulk tensions and as a onsequene to stabilization ofthe radion. The hSi ontributes also to supersymmetry breakdown, but inthe ase of � = �1 supersymmetry is broken even if hSi = 0.One �nds that (18) is not a valid solution in the ase T = 1. Indeed,this implies that the brane osmologial onstant vanishes and the seondbrane is sent to in�nity. In that ase we expet a global mismath due to theboundary ondition on one of the branes. It turns out that a stati solutionwith maximally symmetri foliations do not exist in this ase, but one an�nd osmologial solutions whih may be onsidered as a bakground for thephysis on the brane [6℄.2.2. Matter on the branes and in the bulk: bakreation on geometryAfter desribing the supergravity bakground for brane world models,one needs to enhane them by putting matter, salar and gauge �elds onthe branes and in the bulk. Although some work on bulk gauge theoriesoupled to supergravity is available, in order to perform a detailed analysisit is onvenient to restrit the standard gauge setors to the branes, and toleave in the bulk only matter supermultiplets oupled to the partiular loal



Brane World Supersymmetry, Detuning Flipping and Orbifolding 2405U(1)R, whih is the gauged subgroup of the R-symmetry of the N = 2 su-persymmetry algebra. This role is onveniently played by the bulk universalhypermultiplet (the gauge �eld being the graviphoton), whose introdutionis also well motivated by stringy onsiderations. Non-Abelian gauge setorson the branes are both models for the Standard Model physis, and simulta-neously supply the seeds for the supersymmetry breakdown. The situationin the S = 0, � = +1 ase has been disussed in great detail in [15℄. Thesignature of supersymmetry breakdown in these models is the nonzero ex-petation value of the Z2-odd omplex salar from the hypermultiplet, �,and of its transverse derivative �5�. To exite a nontrivial vauum on�gu-ration for this �eld one needs to swith on its soures on the branes. Thesesoures an be represented by the e�etive superpotentials on the branes,Wi; i = 1; 2. However, one this is done, new ontributions to energy densi-ties on the branes and in the bulk are reated. This leads to modi�ationsof the vauum on�guration of the moduli and of the warp fator. In thease where the purely gravitational bakground had 4d �at foliations, thebakreation of the supersymmetry breaking physis leads naturally towardsanti-de Sitter geometry on the branes, with negative four-dimensional os-mologial onstant. One should notie, that the non-zero value of S wouldnot help, sine the way it ats is to make the size of the bulk osmologialonstant larger, but without hanging its sign, so that it remains negative.The good thing that happens is that the expetation value of the radion,hene the distane between branes, beomes determined (it is a modulus aslong as supersymmetry is preserved) in terms of the supersymmetry break-ing soures. However, to obtain the required size of mass splitting withinsupermultiplets and the right hierarhy between the 4d Plank sale and theeletroweak sale one needs a tuning of the soures, whih signals an insta-bility. To see this more expliitly onsider the issue of making the e�etivefour-dimensional osmologial onstant zero by inluding positive ontribu-tions to the potential. A �rst obvious soure for suh ontributions are theF -terms borne by the matter setor loalized on the branes. They ontributethe terms ÆVboundary = 12V Æ(x5)j�W1��1 j2 + 12V Æ(x5 � ��)j�W2��2 j2. However, thismodi�ation does not work on its own and the 4d geometry stays anti-deSitter. To �nd a vauum with the �at geometry one needs to reate a poten-tial for the seond bulk �eld, the dilaton S, and in addition to put a Polonyi�eld on the Plank brane. The e�etive 4d superpotential that does the jobis W =W1(�1) + (e�a1S + de�a2S)e�3T (23)with jW 01j2 � 2W 21 . One obtains in this ase V0 � 1=a, ek��R0 � jW2j=jW1j,and F�1 and F S beome dominant. Mass splittings are due to universal softsalar masses � m23=2, A3 terms � m3=2, and gaugino masses � m3=2, that



2406 Ph. Brax, Z. Lalakare universal due to F S � F T . The prie one has to pay for the vanishingosmologial onstant is the ative role of the Polonyi �eld. In general,this example ampli�es the observation, that to obtain a phenomenologiallyinteresting vauum in brane models one needs ertain orrelations betweenparameters of the di�erent brane setors. This is somewhat unnatural inview of the fat, that the branes are spatially separated.It is interesting to extend this disussion to the �ipped ase, where� = �1. The observations are likely to be relevant for the ase of thestringy brane-antibrane models, and for models similar to these of Barbieri,Hall and Nomura [16℄. The gravitational bakground for the �ipped asehas been disussed earlier, let us only remind here that there is no statisolution with the Minkowski foliation, but we have found solutions withanti-de Sitter foliation and stable radion due to the introdution of the de-tuning parameter S. Hene we should ouple bulk and brane matter to suha bakground with negative osmologial onstant in 4d, and try to an-el the osmologial onstant dynamially by positive ontributions omingfrom the branes. It is easy to see that one an inlude the bulk universalhypermultiplet in the same way as in the un�ipped ase. The general di�er-ene is that now on the �ipped brane ertain terms needed to ompensatedelta-type variations of the bulk terms will have the opposite sign to that onthe un�ipped brane. The reason for that is preisely the same as the hangeof sign of the brane tension on the �ipped brane in the purely gravitationalase. The seond important di�erene is the oupling of the bulk fermionsto the �ipped brane. At this brane the fermions that ouple to brane oper-ators are the Z2-odd omponents of the bulk sympleti-Majorana fermions(gravitini and hyperini), while the omponents of these fermions that enterthe un�ipped brane are the Z2-even ones. More preisely, the relevant partsof the �ipped-brane-bulk oupling are S = Sbulk + SYM + Smatter, whereSbulk = Z d5x e5�R2 � 1V j�0j2g55 � 14V 2V 02g55+ �2�16 + 112V j�j2 � 112V 2 j�j4�� ;SYM = Z d5xe5e55 Æ(x5)��V4 F a��F a�� � 14�F a�� ~F a�� � V2 �aD=�a�pV2e55 ((�aL�aR)�5� + (�aR�aL)�5�) + Æ(0) V 3=28 ((�a)2)2!+ : : : ;Si matter = Z d5x e5e55 Æ(x5 � xi)(�"i��1� j�j2V �



Brane World Supersymmetry, Detuning Flipping and Orbifolding 2407� 2V pg55(W�0 + �W ��0)� pg55V Æ(0)(4W �W + V 3=2 �W (�aR�aL))�D�CiD� �Ci � 4V �Wi�Ci � �Wi� �Ci+� WpV ( L��� R�)� 1V 2=3W ( L���L)� iV 3=2pg55W ( R5�L) + h::)� ;where i = 1; 2 labels branes and "1;2 = +1;�1. The Z2-odd 4d Majoranasupersymmetry generator on the �ipped brane is given by ~" = � i"1Li"2R �and analogous replaements hold for gravitini and hyperini. This implies A� (2�� + x5) = � A� (x5) (and the same for hyperini) while bosoni �eldsremain periodi. Obviously, there are no fermioni zero modes in the bulk,so supersymmetry is broken in that setor of the model. This has beenexplored in [17℄ and more reently in [2, 18℄. Bulk moduli still ouple toboth walls and partiipate in the transmission of information between branesalready at the lassial level. The best example is again the odd salarfrom the hypermultiplet, �. If the expetation values of soures to whih itouples on the walls do not vanish, the � and �5� also assume nontrivial x5dependene, whih reates operators breaking softly global supersymmetrieson the walls, similarly to what happens in the un�ipped (+;+) ase. Fromthat ase we know that on the un�ipped wall the even omponents of Æsusy 5and Æsusy� reeive nonhomogeneous ontributions in their supersymmetrytransformations. What happens on the � = �1 wall? Let us inspet thetransformation law of the odd part of the hyperiniÆ��1R = :::� i2p2V �5(V + i�)"1R � ip2V �5�"2R : (24)The generator "1R is even, so it does not enter the wall. The oe�ient of theodd generator whih generates supersymmetry on the wall is multiplied bythe parameter �5�, the same whih indues susy-breaking terms on the evenwall. Hene, indeed, the walls talk to eah other already at the level of thelassial vauum through the messenger �. This ommuniation obviouslyinludes reation of supersymmetry breaking terms on both walls, and theseterms are sensitive to mass sales from the opposite wall, as in the (+;+)models. The detailed analysis of this ase will be given elsewhere, herewe just point out the full analogy to the un�ipped ase in the neessity ofarranging orrelations between terms loated at di�erent walls in designinga phenomenologially relevant vauum.



2408 Ph. Brax, Z. LalakThe above examples have illustrated the intimate interplay between thegravitational bakground and the gauge setor physis in the ase of �ippedand un�ipped loally supersymmetri brane world models. The bakreationof the gauge setor on the geometry is expliit, and shows that both setorsneed to be tuned against eah other to reate a phenomenogially relevantvauum. In fat, generi vaua for generi values of the parameters in theLagrangian are likely to be osmologial ones, with time dependent geometryof the orbifold and physis on the brane. The example of suh a solution inmodels disussed here has been given in [6℄.3. Quiver models and deonstruted dimensionsSo far we were disussing the issues pertaining to a nondeoupling ofgravity in brane world models. However, there exist models where the de-oupling of gravity from extra dimensions is natural, and an be arranged bystandard methods known from four-dimensional �eld theory. Suh are themodels of deonstruted dimensions, [19, 20℄, where gravity is always four-dimensional, and extra dimensions are �titious and fully ontained withinthe 4d gauge setors. The example of suh a situation is provided by quiverswith the ustodial supersymmetry [21℄. The UV properties of these modelsare better than these of a generi non-supersymmetri model, and a separa-tion between the vevs on the gauge setor and the ut-o� sale, whih maybe taken to be the 4d Plank sale an be arranged.3.1. Orbifolding and supersymmetry breakingConsider the type IIB string theory with a stak of n oiniding D3branes. It is well known that the gauge bosons and fermions living on theworldvolume of the D branes form a 4d N = 4 supersymmetri Yang�Millsmodel with gauge group U(K). The six transverse dimensions form, from thepoint of view of the 4d theory living on the worldvolume, six extra nongrav-itational dimensions. One an obtain a theory with fewer supersymmetriesthan N = 4 U(K) by dividing the extra dimensions by a disrete group Z�and embedding this orbifold group into the gauge group U(n� ). The result-ing theory is alled a quiver theory. We will fous on non-supersymmetriquiver theories. They are obtained by retaining in the spetrum only the�elds whih are invariant under the ombined geometri and gauge ations ofZ� . Their interations are onsistently trunated to yield a smaller daugh-ter gauge theory. The trunation proess breaks the gauge group and some(or all) supersymmetries. The gauge symmetry breaking is ditated by theembedding of the generator of Z� into U(n� ). The matrix  that repre-sents the gauge ation of Z� is hosen to be of the form of a diret sumof � unit matries of dimensions n � n, eah multiplied respetively by !i



Brane World Supersymmetry, Detuning Flipping and Orbifolding 2409with ! = e 2�� i. Then the invariant omponents of the gauge �elds ful�ll theondition A = A�1 ; (25)where A is a matrix in the adjoint representation of U(n� ). This leavesinvariant the subgroup U(n)� . There are four generations of Weyl fermions,eah in the adjoint of U(n� ), whose invariant omponents must obey theondition  i = !ai i�1 ; (26)where i = 1; ::; 4 and a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 = 0 : (27)The invariant fermions transform in the bifundamental representations ofthe broken gauge group (nl; �nl+ai) where l numbers bloks of the originaln� � n� matries. Furthermore, one obtains three generations of omplexbosons �i, i = 1; 2; 3, in the adjoint of U(K), whose invariant omponentsfull�l the ondition �i = !~ai�i�1 : (28)The invariant salars transform as (nl; �nl+~ai) under the broken gauge group.The trunated �elds have a blok struture in the U(n� )mother gauge group�ilp = �ilÆp;l+~ai ;  ilp =  ilÆp;l+ai : (29)Supersymmetry is preserved when the group Z� is embedded in SU(3)~a1 + ~a2 + ~a3 = 0 : (30)In that ase a4 = 0 and at least one of the fermions an be paired with thegauge bosons, i.e. beoming a gaugino of N = 1 supersymmetry. We fouson the non-supersymmetri ase a4 6= 0.Let us move a stak of n D3 branes from the origin. From the �eld theorypoint of view, moving the staks of n D3 branes from the origin is equivalentto going to the Higgs branh of the theory where all the o�-diagonal salarswith ~ai 6= 0 take a vev �il = vi1n�n : (31)Due to the Z� ation the staks have � opies around the �xed point.The gauge group is broken to the diagonal subgroup U(n)D. This is thedeonstruted phase.We will be interested in the one-loop divergenes of the non-super-symmetri quivers. The vanishing of the quadrati divergenes in modelsbased upon the low energy dynamis of branes in string theory is a generalphenomenon. It turns out to be an extension to the ase of type II string



2410 Ph. Brax, Z. Lalaktheory with D branes of misaligned supersymmetry. Let us onsider a modelwhere the low energy �elds live on a p-brane in a on�guration where manypossible branes oinide. Now assume that the bakground geometry is asolution of the string equations with no losed string tahyons. Let us �rstonsider that all the low energy �elds vanish so that all the branes oinide.The open string mass spetrum omes from the osillators M2O. When on-sidering the ase where the vev of some of the low energy �elds living on thebrane does not vanish, i.e. some of the brane have been moved, the massspetrum of open strings is shifted orresponding to the minimal length ofopen strings between the branes. Consider now the string amplitudes be-tween any two of the displaed branesSTr 1Z0 dtt1+ p+12 e�2��0tM2e�2��0tM2O ; (32)where M2 is the mass matrix of the low energy �elds. Open-losed dualityrelates this amplitude to1Z0 dl l p�92 hDp0je���0M2=l��0lM2C jDpi ; (33)where l = 1=2t. As l ! 1 we �nd that STr(M2kT ) = 0; k = 0 : : : 3 ; whereMT is the total mass matrix of all the open string states. Now we onsiderthe deoupling limit ls ! 0 sending all the stringy modes to in�nity whilepreserving the vev v of the brane �elds. The low energy �eld theory on thestak of D3 branes is obtained after deoupling gravity. In the deouplinglimit the mass matrix splits in two bloksMT =M�MO ating on deoupledstates. We onlude thatSTrM2k = 0; k = 0 : : : 3 : (34)This is the vanishing of the supertraes orresponding to the breaking ofthe low energy �eld theory by small (ompared to the string sale) vevs.Of ourse, this result is only valid when no losed string tahyon propagatebetween the branes. As soon as a4 6= 0 there are losed string tahyons fornon-supersymmetri quiver theories. The twisted tahyons do not intervenein the string amplitude when the branes are o� the enter of the orbifold.Indeed the boundary states of the branes are oherent losed string statessatisfying XijDpi = xijDpi ; where xi is the loation of the brane. If thetwisted states ouple to the brane we must have �xi � xi i.e. the brane isat a �xed point. So we obtain the vanishing of the quadrati divergenes inthe deonstruted phase. More an be said here in the deonstruted phase.



Brane World Supersymmetry, Detuning Flipping and Orbifolding 2411The low energy degrees of freedom ome from the open strings orre-sponding to the invariant states in the string spetrum The ation of Z�leads to a trunation of the spetrum as only invariant states are kept. Theorbifold Z� ats on the Chan�Paton indies by permutation implying thatthe ation of Z� on states is�jlpi = !ajl + 1; p+ 1i ; (35)where � is the generator of Z� , jlpi is a state (either boson or fermion) withshift a and the Chan�Paton indies (lp) label the branes on whih the openstrings end. Here eah label l orresponds to a stak of n D3 branes and thestrings are onneted to the mirror images of this stak. The onstrutionof invariant states followsjlpiorb = ��1Xk=0 !kajl + k; p+ ki : (36)Notie that there are � invariant states for eah speies. When the stakof n D3 branes is at the origin the length of the open strings vanishes andthe assoiated masses to the invariant state is zero. This gives rise to thelow energy �elds that we have disussed previously. Consider the N = 4mother theory written in terms of N = 1 hiral multiplets. This is obtainedby breaking the R-symmetry group from SU(4) to SU(3)
Z� where thethree omplex bosons �i are in the 3 of SU(3) and we deompose the Weylfermions as 4 = 3 + 1. The four spinors are distinguished by their Z�harges whih are respetively ai; i = 1 : : : 3 for the 3 and a4 for the singlet.The N = 4 �elds an be arranged into N = 1 supermultiplets (�i;  i) and(A�;  4). In the orbifold theory, this N = 1 invariane generated by a spae-time supersymmetry generator Q is broken when a4 6= 0 as an be seen fromthe gauge numbers of the fermions and bosons. Nevertheless the spetrumontains equal number of fermions and bosons, and these are paired up in aertain way. To see this denote any salar byj�iorb(lp) = ��1Xk=0 !k~aj�i(l + k; p+ k) (37)and its assoiated fermion state byj iorb(lp) = ��1Xk=0 !kaj i(l + k; p+ k) ; (38)where j i(lp) and j�i(lp) are superpartners under the ation of Q. Let usde�ne the twisted supersymmetry operator~Q = RQ�R ; (39)



2412 Ph. Brax, Z. Lalakwhere R is the Z� harge. The ation of ~Q on the orbifold states is( ~Qj�iorb)(lp) = !�la4 j iorb(lp) : (40)This implies that the string states, i.e. the physial �elds in the low energylimit are lassi�ed into twisted supersymmetry multiplets. However, this isa kinematial statement, and one needs to examine masses and interationsto draw stronger onlusions.3.2. Orbifolding of the �eld-theoretial Lagrangianand ustodial supersymmetryTo prove more about non-supersymmetri quivers it is very useful tostudy the e�etive Lagrangian of suh theories. Inserting the blok deom-position into the N = 4 Lagrangian we �nd the daughter theory LagrangianL = Trn�12F��;pF��;p + i�p�D��p + 2D��yi;pD��i;p + i i;p�D� i;p�g0 h2ip2� i;pPL�p+ai�yi;p �  i�yi;p�a4PL�p�a4�+ h::i�g0 hip2"ijk � i;pPL j;p+ai�k;p�~ak �  i;p�k;p+aiPL j;p�aj�+ h::i�g20 ��i;p�yi;p � �yi;p�~ai�i;p�~ai���j;p�yj;p � �yj;p�~aj�j;p�~aj�+ 4g20 ��i;p�j;p+~ai�yi;p+~aj�yj;p � �i;p�j;p+~ai�yj;p+~ai�yi;p�o ; (41)where � �  4. The ovariant derivative ating on salars isD��i;p = ���i;p+ig0Ap�i;p � ig0�i;pAp+~ai . It is then a tedious exerise to obtain the massmatries and ompute the supertraeSTr(M2) = 4g20Xk Xp Æ~ak;0� h�Tr(�yk;p)Tr(�k;p+a4) + Tr(�yk;p+a4)Tr(�k;p)� 2Tr(�yk;p)Tr(�k;p)�+Xi �Tr(�yk;p)Tr(�k;p+ai) + Tr(�yk;p+ai)Tr(�k;p)� Tr(�yk;p)Tr(�k;p+~ai)�Tr(�yk;p+~ai)Tr(�k;p)�i : (42)One an hek that (42) vanishes identially if at least one of the followingonditions is satis�ed:



Brane World Supersymmetry, Detuning Flipping and Orbifolding 2413� a4 = 0 or ai = 0, that is when at least N = 1 supersymmetry ispreserved by the orbifolding,� ~a1 6= 0, ~a2 6= 0 ~a3 6= 0, that is when there are no salars in adjointrepresentation of U(n) group.In the �rst ase the vanishing of the supertrae is of ourse guaranteed byunbroken supersymmetry of the daughter theory. Surprisingly, the abseneof quadrati divergenes an also our if the daughter theory is ompletelynon-supersymmetri, the only ondition being that all salars are in bifun-damental representations of the U(n)� gauge group. This result is strongerthan the result that we derived previously from stringy arguments. Indeedit is valid for any bakground value of the six salar �elds.Let us now ome bak to the deonstruted ase. One an expliitlydiagonalize the mass matries. For instane the gauge bosons aquire massterms: L =Xp 3Xk=1 g20v2k(Aap �Aap+~ak)2 : (43)(We have rewritten the gauge �elds as A = AaT a and evaluated the traeover generators. In the following we often omit the adjoint index a.) Thesemass terms are diagonalized by the following mode deomposition1:Ap =r 2� 0�(��1)=2Xn=0 �n os�2n�� p�A(n) + (��1)=2Xn=1 sin�2n�� p� ~A(n)1A ;(44)where �0 = 1=p2 and �n = 1; n 6= 0. Plugging in this deomposition weget: L = 12Xn Xk �m(n)k �2 �A(n)A(n) + ~A(n) ~A(n)� ;m(n)k � 2p2g0vk sin�n�� ~ak� ; (45)so that the n-th level gauge bosons have masses (m(n))2 =Pkm2k. Similaralulations an be done for the other �elds resulting in the fat that thespetrum is perfetly boson�fermion degenerate. We already know that thisdegeneray an be traed bak to a ustodial supersymmetry. Let us now1 The deomposition is given for odd � . For even � the �rst sum goes to �=2 and theseond to �=2� 1.



2414 Ph. Brax, Z. Lalakinvestigate it further. We de�ne the vetor super�elds in the Wess�Zuminogauge as:V (n)(y; �) = i2(�5��)A(n) � i(�5�)(��(n))� 14(�5�)2D(n) : (46)Similarly we de�ne hiral super�elds:�(n)i (y; �) = X(n)i �p2(�PL (n)i ) + F (n)i (�PL�) : (47)Analogous expressions for the tilded �elds hold.First, we note that the self-ouplings in the zero-mode setor are thoseof the N = 4 supersymmetri theory. Indeed, the interations of the zero-modes an be found by making in (41) the replaement �i;p ! 1p� �(0)i(and similarly for fermion and gauge �elds). Sine all memory of the blokindies is lost, as a result we obtain the N = 4 Lagrangian with gaugeoupling g = g0p� . Seond, we have already shown that the mass pattern inthe deonstrution phase is supersymmetri. It turns out that the ustodialsupersymmetry has a muh wider extent and all the terms quadrati in theheavy modes (inluding triple and quarti interations with the zero-modes)math the struture of a globally supersymmetri theory! As an examplewe present a super�eld Lagrangian whih reprodues the Yukawa terms andthe salar potential of the daughter theory:L = Xn Xk Tr �4g0vk sin�n�~ak� �� ~V (n)�(n)k � V (n) ~�(n)k �+2g os�n�~ak� ��h�(0)yk ; �(n)k iV (n) + h�(0)yk ; ~�(n)k i ~V (n)�+ 2g sin�n�~ak� ��n�(0)yk ; �(n)k o ~V (n) � n�(0)yk ; ~�(n)k oV (n)�+ h::�D+[W ℄F + [W �℄F ; (48)where the superpotential is:W = �ip2Xn Xijk "ijkTr �4g0vk sin�n�~ak� ��(n)i ~�(n)j�g os�n�~ak� ��h�(0)k ; �(n)i i�(n)j + h�(0)k ; ~�(n)i i ~�(n)j �+g sin�n�~ak� ��n�(0)k ; �(n)i o ~�(n)j � n�(0)k ; ~�(n)i o�(n)j �� : (49)



Brane World Supersymmetry, Detuning Flipping and Orbifolding 2415Supersymmetry is expliitly violated by triple and quarti self-interations ofthe heavy modes. Nevertheless, the presene of the ustodial supersymmetryin the Lagrangian is su�ient to ensure the vanishing of one-loop orretionsto the zero-mode masses. A mass-splitting of the zero-mode multiplets anappear only at the two-loop level and we expet the supersymmetry breakingsale to be suppressed MSUSY � v � �.3.3. Theory spae dimensionsFrom the previous disussion we know that the daughter theory is thelow-energy �eld theory of branes loated at the �xed point of an orbifold.The low energy degrees of freedom on a brane are those ombinations ofthe open string states that are invariant under the ation of Z� . Whenone moves a stak of n D3 branes at a distane d away from the �xedpoint, due to the Z� symmetry there appear � opies of the stak, spaedsymmetrially in the transverse diretions around the �xed point, see [22℄.The ustodial supersymmetry implies an extension of the results of Arkani-Hamed et al. to nonsupersymmetri orbifoldings. For instane, it was shownthat in the large � limit, when the distanes between images of the stakare muh smaller than d, one an rede�ne the orbifold metri in suh a way,that onseutive boson�fermion degenerate mass levels orrespond to openstrings winding around a irular diretion of the transverse geometry. Thisgeometri piture allows for the straightforward omputation of the massivestring spetrum: m2n = 4d2l4s P3i=1 sin2(n�~ai� );where ls is the string sale and the shifts ~ai represent the ation of Z� on thethree omplex oordinates. When all vevs are equal, this is preisely the �eldtheoretial spetrum in the deonstrution phase of the nonsupersymmetrimodel. In fat one an forget about the underlying stringy piture, and viewthe additional dimensions as �titious, theory spae, dimensions2. The lad-der of sales whih appears in a deonstruted �eld theoretial quiver modelis as follows. The �rst sale one enounters, taking the bottom-up diretionin available energy, is the �titious ompati�ation sale 1=R5 = agv=� ,where a2 = Pi ~a2i . At this sale a seeming �fth dimension opens up andone sees the tower of Kaluza�Klein states with masses of order 1=R5. Heneabove this sale the theory looks �ve-dimensional. Moreover, the spetrum ofmassive states is determined by the ustodial supersymmetry. This pitureholds up to the deonstrution sale v where non-diagonal gauge bosons be-ome massless again. Above the deonstrution sale the theory is expliitly2 Atually, eah allowed set of shifts de�nes a losed subset of links in quiver diagrams,whih an be interpreted as an internal dimension



2416 Ph. Brax, Z. Lalakfour-dimensional, nonsupersymmetri and renormalizable. Quadrati diver-genes are absent at the one-loop level. Also at one-loop the deonstrutionsale is a �at diretion of this four dimensional theory, hene it stays deou-pled from any UV ut-o� sale, inluding the 4d Plank sale. Moreover,the ompati�ation sale 1=R5 an be arbitrarily smaller than the deon-strution sale and it is determined by the disrete parameter whih is theorder � of the orbifold group Z� .4. SummaryIn this paper we have disussed the interplay between gravity/moduliand gauge/matter setors in reating physially relevant vaua in higher-dimensional brane worlds. We started with �ve-dimensional brane-bulk su-pergravities, with �ipped and un�ipped boundary onditions, onstrutedand disussed in [3, 4, 6, 15℄. We have demonstrated that in both, �ippedand un�ipped ases, adding nontrivial gauge/matter setors on the braneshanges geometry of the four-dimensional setions and a�ets stabilizationof the orbifold. To ahieve vaua with hierarhially broken supersymmetry,stati orbifold and nearly vanishing 4d osmologial onstant one needs atuning involving all setors of the brane-bulk Lagrangian. Thus the physisof visible and gravity/moduli setors annot be treated separately in suhmodels, and the need for a tuning translates into the issue of stability of masssales. A possibility for a natural separation between the gauge and gravitysetors, ahieved by �eld-theoretial methods known from four-dimensionaltheories, appears in models with deonstruted dimensions. As an exampleof deonstrution we have disussed quiver theories whih result from a non-supersymmetri orbifolding of the N = 4 U(K) gauge theories. In a generisituation these non-supersymmetri models exhibit an improved UV behav-ior � the quadratially divergent ontributions to the e�etive potentialvanish at the one-loop level. If the gauge group resulting from orbifoldingbeomes broken down to the diagonal subgroup by universal vevs, then theresulting low-energy theory exhibits ustodial supersymmetry and theoryspae extra dimensions. The hierarhy v � Mut�o� is proteted at theone-loop level, and at one-loop universal vevs remain a �at diretion andzero-mode multiplets do not su�er from a mass splitting. Of ourse, thesituation beomes even better in N = 1 supersymmetri orbifoldings. Thedeonstruted extra dimensions are �titious, and belong to a renormaliz-able 4d gauge model. On the other hand gravity is four-dimensional at allsales. Hene, while retaining at low energies signatures of extra dimensions,these models simplify the physis of the gauge setor/gravity interfae.
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